In the present paper we first conduct simulations of the parallel evolutionary peer-to-peer (P2P) networking technique (referred to as P-EP2P) that we previously proposed using models of realistic environments to examine if P-EP2P is practical. Environments are here represented by what users have and want in the network, and P-EP2P adapts the P2P network topologies to the present environment in an evolutionary manner. The simulation results show that P-EP2P is hard to adapt the network topologies to some realistic environments. Then, based on the discussions of the results, we propose a strategy for better adaptability of P-EP2P to the realistic environments. The strategy first judges if evolutionary adaptation of the network topologies is likely to occur in the present environment, and if it judges so, it actually tries to achieve evolutionary adaptation of the network topologies. Otherwise, it brings random change to the network topologies. The simulation results indicate that P-EP2P with the proposed strategy can better adapt the network topologies to the realistic environments. The main contribution of the study is to present such a promising way to realize an evolvable network in which the evolution direction is given by users.
Introduction
The recent growth of information and communication technologies, for example, the progress of communication speed, storage capacity, and processing speed, is remarkable. Under this quantitative technological progress, the degree of dependence of humans on networks becomes much higher. For instance, the number of users of the Internet in the world reaches around three thousand and two hundred million in 2015, while the number in 2000 is just around four hundred million. While the quantitative technological progress is being made continuously, the quantitative characteristics of humans as a leading part of the network society, such as calculation speed, have not changed so far and will not change in future basically. Thus, the difference in quantitative characteristics between humans and networks is becoming larger, so that it would be needed for sustainable growth of the network society to consider the relationship between humans and networks deeply.
One technique that considers the relationship between humans and computers, between which quantitative difference is also becoming larger, is interactive evolutionary computation [1, 2] . Interactive evolutionary computation combines a computer, which executes fixed procedures quickly, and a human, which judges things not quickly but from various points of view. Concretely, this technique uses a computer for quickly executing an evolutionary algorithm (referred to as EA hereinafter) as an optimization method and also uses a human as an objective function of an optimization problem to be solved. This technique enables us to optimize parameters of a system whose outputs can be evaluated only by humans. This is one form of cooperation between humans and a computer. Meanwhile, there are few techniques considering a relationship between humans and a network at this moment.
The cooperation between a network and humans indicates that interactions between a network and its users make a network service on the network better for the users. To realize such a cooperation, in the first place, a network implementing a service is needed to be able to interact with users. The interaction between a network and users indicates that network's behaviors influence humans' ones and vice 2 Applied Computational Intelligence and Soft Computing versa. One of networks that are capable of such interactions is a peer-to-peer (P2P) network [3] . More precisely, an unstructured P2P network is the one. An unstructured P2P network is logically built on a physical network such as the Internet, and in an unstructured P2P network, nodes can be both servers and clients and provide services for each other with direct connection between them. In some applications of unstructured P2P networks such as file sharing, nodes can basically be regarded as users and logical links between nodes equivalent to users are determined by users' own will. That is to say, an unstructured P2P network topology is formed logically and freely by users. If an unstructured P2P network could receive demands from its users and change how to link between nodes (users) based on the users' demands, such an unstructured P2P network would be one form that realizes our desired cooperation between a network and humans.
In our previous study, we thought that for sustainable growth of the network society, a network adapting to demands of humans who are a leading part of the network society is needed. That is to say, we thought that the abovementioned cooperation between a network and humans is a must for sustainable growth of the network society. The study in the present paper is also based on the same thought. Then, in our previous study, we proposed the evolutionary P2P networking technique that evolutionarily reconstructs topologies of a P2P network based on fitnesses given by nodes (users) in an on-line manner, which is called EP2P hereinafter [4] .
However, the basic evaluation of EP2P in [4] did not consider a large size of network as the real P2P networks. For example, according to the investigation by some company in 2014, the accumulative number of users of BitTorrent, which is one of the representative P2P networks for file sharing, for a month was around three hundred million. Since EP2P needs a special node called a super node that plays a role of collecting fitnesses from nodes (users) and executing EA to adaptively change the P2P network topologies, it can happen that the super node is overloaded as the number of nodes increases and then the P2P network stops working due to that. That is the problem of EP2P. Although we did not estimate the exact load of the super node caused by the increasing nodes in our previous study [4] , this problem is basically equal to the risk of a single point of failure and we have to solve it.
So, as a solution of the problem of EP2P, we then proposed the parallel evolutionary P2P networking technique, which is called P-EP2P hereinafter, that first divides an entire P2P network into several smaller networks to avoid the overload of a super node and then applies EP2P to each of the small networks to make the entire network adaptive [5] . However, even P-EP2P has a problem. The problem is that search failure rate becomes higher as the number of divided node groups increases. More precisely, in P-EP2P, timing of evaluating and reconstructing network topologies is the same for all node groups, and the simultaneous evaluation and topology reconstruction causes inefficient adaptation of network topologies to users' demands.
Then, as a solution of the problem, we further proposed a new method for evaluating network topologies in P-EP2P.
The new method makes all node groups evaluate their network topologies not simultaneously but sequentially. In the study, it was shown through simulations that P-EP2P using the new method yields better search failure rate than P-EP2P using the previous method when the number of node groups becomes larger [6] .
However, in a series of our above-mentioned studies [4] [5] [6] , we considered only a special evaluation scenario. The special scenario is that all nodes look for only one particular node. To examine if P-EP2P is practical, we need to evaluate our proposed techniques and methods using more realistic evaluation scenarios.
For the purpose of examining the practicality of P-EP2P, in the present paper, we first make more realistic evaluation scenarios for P-EP2P and evaluate a few types of P-EP2P that we proposed in our previous studies using the realistic evaluation scenarios made. The realistic evaluation scenarios assume realistic environments in which various users in terms of what they have and want in the network exist. Then, based on the discussions of the first evaluation results, we propose a new strategy for P-EP2P to better adapt network topologies to the realistic environments. Finally, we evaluate P-EP2P with the new strategy to show the practicality of P-EP2P. In fact, the first evaluation results show that P-EP2P cannot evolutionarily adapt network topologies to some realistic environments. For those environments, random construction of network topologies is considered to be suitable. Therefore, the new strategy that we propose in the present paper first judges if evolutionary adaptation of the network topologies is likely to occur in the present environment, and if it judges so, it actually tries to achieve evolutionary adaptation of the network topologies. Otherwise, it brings random change to the network topologies. The simulation results of P-EP2P including the strategy indicate that it can better adapt the network topologies to the realistic environments.
The main contribution of the present study is to present a promising way to realize an evolvable network in which the evolution direction is given by humans (nodes of an unstructured P2P network), that is, P-EP2P with the proposed strategy. Since there is no alternative way for comparison with P-EP2P at this moment, we just evaluate P-EP2P with the new strategy by comparing it with variants of P-EP2P. However, P-EP2P with the new strategy is shown to be the most practical among them through simulations, and we can expect from the results that P-EP2P with the new strategy works well even in the real world.
The remainder of the present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe P-EP2P that is a target to be evaluated and to be improved, which we previously proposed. Section 3 explains two types of methods for evaluating and reconstructing network topologies that we previously proposed. Section 4 first describes realistic evaluation scenarios that we design and then shows the simulation results of evaluation of P-EP2P with the methods explained in Section 3 using the realistic evaluation scenarios made. In Section 5, based on the simulation results and discussions in Section 4, we propose a new strategy for P-EP2P and evaluate P-EP2P including the new strategy with an evaluation scenario assuming a dynamic environment as well as with the same simulation scenarios as in Section 4. Section 6 describes related work and conclusions are presented in Section 7.
Parallel Evolutionary P2P Networking Technique
The parallel evolutionary P2P networking technique, P-EP2P, divides all of nodes into multiple node groups and then applies the evolutionary P2P networking technique, EP2P, to each group. The overview of P-EP2P is shown in Figure 1 . The method for evaluating and reconstructing network topologies explained in Section 3 is related to a timing at which network topologies are evaluated and reconstructed when applying EP2P to each node group.
Network Composition.
As shown in Figure 1 , a network using P-EP2P is composed of a P2P network that includes several network topologies, in which all of the nodes are included at the same time, and multiple super nodes, in which EA is used to optimize the topologies. P-EP2P first divides an entire network into several smaller networks. Let be the number of node groups, which are obtained by dividing the entire network, and be the number of nodes in the th node group ( = 1, 2, . . . , ). Then, one super node is assigned to each node group.
The actual role of the super node is (1) to determine links for a node in its node group that joins the network for the first time, (2) to reconstruct the network topologies of its node group by executing the EA, and (3) to manage which nodes in its node group join the network at each moment. The super node does not manage which services each node in its node group can provide to other nodes. For example, in a P2P file-sharing network, the super node does not manage which files each node holds. However, the P2P nodes communicate their joining and leaving the network to the super node. Thus, the super node can determine which P2P nodes in its node group have joined the network and whether these nodes are currently in the network.
Joining and Leaving
Nodes. The P2P node communicates its joining and leaving of the network to the super node of its node group. Thus, the super node can determine which P2P nodes in its node group have joined the network and whether these nodes are still in the network.
When a node joins the P2P network for the first time, the super node randomly determines the nodes to which the joining node will link from among all of the P2P nodes present in the node group at that moment. Since there are several network topologies, the super node determines the links for all of the topologies for the joining node. Next, when the joining node leaves the network, the joining node first informs the super node that it will leave the network and then informs the super node when it rejoins the network. However, the target nodes linked to the node are the same as those to which the node was linked before leaving the network, although the target nodes may no longer be in the network.
Fitnesses Assigned by Nodes.
In P-EP2P, nodes give fitnesses to network topologies. The fitness is not explicit evaluation from a user oneself. However, it is herein assumed that network topologies achieving reliable searches are useful, and under this assumption, nodes that are considered to be equivalent to users automatically provide fitnesses for network topologies. Even in this case, users can be considered to be an objective function of the evolutionary P2P networking problem.
A P2P node in each node group uses all network topologies to which it is included for time period and then assigns a fitness to each of the topologies. The fitness of each network topology is set to zero initially and at every time interval . Otherwise, each network topology basically increases the fitness by being used by the nodes.
When a P2P node searches the P2P network for P2P nodes that can provide the desired service, this P2P node uses all of the P2P network topologies in which it is included for the search. Therefore, it is possible that within a given allowed number of hops, max , the P2P node can find the desired service in some topologies while not being able to find the service in other topologies. If the desired service is not found in a certain topology, the fitness of the topology is increased by one. Otherwise, the fitness does not change.
If the above-mentioned search and assignment of fitnesses are conducted for a period of time , each topology will be assigned a certain fitness in each node group. Then, the topologies with smaller fitnesses are regarded as better in the EA used herein.
In P-EP2P, one super node is assigned to each of node groups and gathers fitnesses only from ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) nodes that belong to its node group. All nodes simultaneously belong to network topologies and are divided into node groups. Therefore, it can happen that the node groups assign different fitnesses to the identical network topology.
Representations of Network
Topologies. In EA, a solution candidate for an optimization problem is represented in an alternative form. This alternative form is designed by a person who is attempting to solve the problem using the EA and is referred to as a genotype or an individual. Meanwhile, a solution candidate itself is referred to as a phenotype in the EA. In P-EP2P, the P2P network topology is an object of optimization and an individual is an alternative form of a P2P network topology.
Suppose that a P2P network consists of nodes. The P2P network topology assumed herein is generated by having each of the nodes make directed links to other nodes. Therefore, an individual is an internal representation of this network topology in the EA.
Each node is assigned a serial number as its identifier, and when = 1, the identifier corresponds to the index of the vector representing the individual. When ≥ 2, the identifier corresponds to the index representing each chunk of
elements. An element value of the individual represents an identifier of the node to which a focus node makes a directed link. A direction represented by a directed link indicates that a search query can be forwarded only in that direction. Thus, if flooding is used as a query forwarding method, a search query generated at some node is forwarded node by node in the direction represented by the directed links, and the paths for forwarding the query (flooding tree) are then determined accordingly. However, when data, such as a file, is found during this search, the node having the object transmits the data to the node making the query by means of a direct communication.
In fact, the most reliable way to search a network for a desired content is to form a full-mesh network topology in which every node links to all other nodes and uses flooding for search query forwarding in which a node issuing a search query forwards the query to all its neighboring nodes. By the flooding on the full-mesh network topology, a user issuing a search query can surely find a desired content if the desired content exists in the present network. However, the flooding on the full-mesh network topology causes heavy network traffic. In addition, in case that the user needs to confirm if each node holds the desired content, the user would feel much fatigue. Therefore, we adopt the evolutionary P2P networking in which a limited small number of times of query forwarding is performed on the evolutionarily optimized network topologies. Figures 2 and 3 show representations of individuals of the EA used here when = 1 and = 2, respectively.
Evolutionary Operators.
Evolutionary operators are applied to the set of individuals mentioned in Section 2.4, which is referred to as a population, in order to generate a new set of individuals, which is referred to as the new population. The number of individuals held in the EA, that is, the population size, is . Evolutionary operators generally include a selection operator, which is inspired by natural selection in Darwinism, a recombination or crossover operator, which models genetic recombination, and a mutation operator, which models gene mutation. The evolutionary operators used in P-EP2P are explained below. fitness among the individuals. This selection procedure is repeated until individuals have been selected. is a population size and an even number.
In each node group, the tournament selection is conducted using fitnesses assigned to individuals encoding network topologies. Since it can happen that the node groups provide different fitnesses for identical individuals, selected individuals can be different in the node groups.
2.5.2.
Crossover. The crossover operator used herein is node linkage crossover (NLX) that we previously proposed in [4] . NLX has been shown to form better network topologies than conventional one-point and uniform crossover operators under the evaluation scenario that all nodes belong to only one node group and search the network for only one particular node.
NLX is applied to the selected individuals by the tournament selection in each node group as follows. A range within which NLX is applied in each node group are the vector elements (the loci) that are correspondent to the nodes of that group.
(1) individuals selected by the selection operator are divided into /2 pairs of individuals. The selected individuals become parent individuals. (2) The crossover operator is applied to each pair of parent individuals with probability , which is referred to as the crossover rate. Child individuals generated from each pair of parent individuals are identical to the parent individuals before the crossover operator is applied. Each parent individual has a corresponding child individual. (3) For each pair of parent individuals to which the crossover operator is applied, one element is randomly selected from among the × ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) elements of the individual. Recombination is conducted for the selected element with probability . (4) For the element to which the recombination is to be applied, which child individual corresponding to one parent individual receives the element values of the other parent individual to be copied on itself is decided randomly.
(5) After deciding which parent individual provides the element values for recombination, the node (element value) linkage generated by directed links between nodes is copied to the target child individual.
Figures 4 and 5 show examples of NLX with = 1 and = 2 when = 1, respectively. For example, in Figure 5 , the third node has been selected as the initial node of the linkage. However, since each node makes two directed links, the third node has two elements that can be referred to by NLX, which, in this example, are 10 and 1. Then, NLX randomly chooses one of the two possible elements and refers to the value of the selected element, which is 10. Next, since the second node of the linkage, which is the tenth node, also has two elements, NLX randomly chooses one of the elements and refers to the value of the selected element, which is 2. In this way, the node linkage is formed. Generally, when ≥ 2, NLX is performed in the same manner. However, when there are multiple node groups ( ≥ 2), the way becomes complicated. For example, suppose that a node 1 in a node group 1 of focus makes a directed link to a node 2 in another node group 2 and the node 2 makes a directed link to a node 3 in another node group 3. Then, we will consider a copy of the linkage among these nodes, 1 → 2 → 3 . In this case, the linkage from the node 1 , which is in the node group 1 of focus, to the node 2 , which is outside the node group 1, is copied, but the linkage from the node 2 to the node 3 , which is also outside the node group, cannot be copied. In one attempt of NLX, when the number of times of recombination has not reached yet and a linkage from a node in a node group of focus to a node in another node group appears, a linkage from the node in that other group to some node cannot be copied, as mentioned above. In this case, one new vector element is selected from all of the vector elements in the node group of focus to be copied. The node linkage again starts from that selected element (node). One attempt of NLX is finished when the total number of the vector elements copied becomes . (6) Repeat Steps 3 through 5 × ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) times.
Mutation.
The mutation operator used herein is such that the value at each element (the gene) on the individuals obtained after NLX is randomly changed to some other possible value with probability , which is referred to as the mutation rate. The element value of the individual represents an identifier of a node to which the node corresponding to the element position is linked, so that the mutation operator changes a node to which the node of focus is linked. Since all the super nodes exchange information on which nodes are present in their networks among them, every element value of the individual can become one of the identifiers for all of the nodes in the entire network by the mutation operator. This mutation operator is introduced mainly for bringing novel genes that did not appear in the initial population. In addition, if we set the mutation rate to be higher, the P-EP2P approaches to a random method.
Transforming EA Population to Network Topologies.
The EA population obtained after applying the evolutionary operators is transformed into a new set of P2P network topologies on the super node mentioned above, and the nodes to which each node must make directed links are then communicated to each node in the network. The nodes then make directed links to other nodes according to this information. Nodes that are not present in the network at this moment obtain information on nodes to which they must link upon joining the network.
Simultaneous and Sequential Evaluation Methods for Network Topologies
In our two earlier studies [4, 5] , we considered that EP2P or P-EP2P forces all node groups to simultaneously conduct collection of fitness values to network topologies from the nodes and evolutionary reconstruction of the network topologies based on the fitness values at the same time. We refer to this method for evaluating and reconstructing network topologies as the simultaneous topology evaluation method.
In our most recent study [6] , it was suggested from simulation results that when using the simultaneous topology evaluation method, change in network topologies of some node group can cause bad effect on fitness values of other node groups; that is, evolution of network topologies that each node group manages does not occur harmoniously. In P-EP2P using the simultaneous topology evaluation method, all node groups can give a different fitness value to one network topology, and then each node group can select and modify pieces of different network topologies for the next generation. Then, the entire network topologies are formed by randomly combining such pieces of different network topologies that all node groups selected. There is no basis that this random combination of pieces of different network topologies yields better network topologies. The problem of P-EP2P mentioned above is also shown in Figure 6 . So, we proposed a method that evaluates and reconstructs network topologies one by one in a fixed order (see Figure 7) . This method allows a node group to reconstruct its own network topologies under the condition that network topologies of other node groups are fixed. We refer to this method as the sequential topology evaluation method.
The procedures of P-EP2P using the simultaneous topology evaluation method are as follows: (1) all nodes are divided into node groups, (2) nodes in each node group use the network topologies for a fixed time period of , (3) a super node in each node group gathers fitness values from its nodes, (4) all node groups evolutionarily reconstruct its network topologies at the same timing, and (5) return to (2) .
The procedures of P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method are as follows: (1) all nodes are divided into node groups, (2) nodes in each node group use the network topologies for a fixed time period of , (3) a super node in each node group gathers fitness values from its nodes, (4) only a node group that is now at its turn evolutionarily reconstructs its network topologies, where order of the topology reconstruction for all node groups is determined in advance, and (5) return to (2) . For example, suppose that two node groups, A and B, exist. Then, only the node group A first evolutionarily reconstructs its network topologies at time using fitness values that were obtained from the real use of the network topologies by its nodes from time 0 to . Next, only the node group B reconstructs its network topologies at time 2 using fitness values gathered from time to 2 . Then, the turn comes to the node group A again. This procedure is repeated.
Simulations
We herein assume simulation scenarios that are more realistic than those used in our previous study [6] and evaluate P-EP2P under the assumed simulation scenarios. The simulator used in the simulations is of our own making in C programming language. Table 1 shows configurations of P-EP2P used herein. The configurations are the same as those used in our previous study [6] . In the simulations, as for node joining and leaving at every time, we consider two scenarios. One is that all nodes always stay in the network. This scenario is called "the all-in scenario." The other is that a probability randomly determined in between 60% and 100% is assigned to each node and each node participates in the network with the assigned probability at every time. A unit of time in a simulation is defined as a time period needed for the same number of searches as the number of nodes that participate in the network at the beginning of the time period to be done. A node that conducts a search is randomly chosen from the nodes that participate in the network at the beginning of the time period. This scenario is called "the partially-in scenario." The behaviors of nodes that dynamically join and leave the network are often called node churn [7, 8] . Allowed number of hops for one search 5 Number of directed links generated by a node in one topology 1 Tournament size for the tournament selection 2 Crossover rate 100% Probability with which recombination is conducted for a selected element in NLX 10% Length of node linkage in NLX 5 Mutation rate 0.5% Number of node groups 1, 2, 5, 10 Number of nodes in the th node group / As mentioned above, the unit time in the simulations is defined as a time period needed for all present nodes to conduct a search. Similar to this, the unit time in the real execution of P-EP2P should be defined as a time period needed for a fixed number of searches to be done. Ideally, the unit time in the real execution of P-EP2P should be the same as the unit time in the simulations because the present network topologies are fairly evaluated by all present nodes. In addition, it is desirable that the environment is not changed during several units of time in order that the evolutionary Applied Computational Intelligence and Soft Computing 9 topology reconstruction works effectively. However, it is hard for us to know the velocity of variation of the environment in advance. So, we will consider a way to adaptively define the unit time in the future work.
Configurations of the Parallel Evolutionary P2P Networking Technique.
In the all-in scenario, all nodes participate in the network at every time. Meanwhile, in the partially-in scenario, we confirmed through simulations that approximately 0.75 × nodes participate in the network at every time.
Simulation Scenarios.
We have already mentioned simulation scenarios with respect to node joining and leaving above. We herein design simulation scenarios from other aspects and merge them into the scenarios on node joining and leaving, that is, the all-in scenario and the partially-in scenario.
In the simulations, we assume a P2P network for streaming of a motion video [9] , where replication of motion videos for streaming is not conducted and each node searches the network for a desired motion video when necessary. Replication in a P2P network stands for creating copies of original contents in other nodes. A P2P file-sharing network often employs a replication strategy [10] .
Simulation scenarios are produced by changing how to decide streaming contents held by each node and how to decide streaming contents retrieved by each node. The total number of kinds of streaming contents held by all nodes in the network is 200. Each node holds one kind of content and retrieves one kind of content by a search. The 200 kinds of contents are assigned serial numbers from 1 to 200.
We use two ways to decide a content held by each node. One is to randomly decide it, which is called random holding, and the other is to decide it according to Zipf 's law [11] , which is called Zipf 's holding. Zipf 's law in the context of information retrieval indicates that when the order of popularity of a content is ( = 1, 2, . . . , 200), probability with which the content is retrieved by a node is proportional to − ( > 0). Here we consider not probability of retrieval of a content but probability with which a node holds the content. The parameter adjusts the deviation of popularities among the contents. The larger the value of is, the larger the deviation is. We set the alpha to be 1 for all simulations in the paper.
We use three ways to decide contents for which nodes search the network. One is to randomly decide them, which is called random searching. Another is to decide them according to Zipf 's law, which is called Zipf 's searching. This way is basically the same as the way to decide contents held by nodes according to Zipf 's law (Zipf 's holding) but considers probability of searching for contents. When contents held by nodes and contents searched for by nodes are both decided according to Zipf 's law, popularities of the contents are identical. That is to say, a content of the serial number is held and searched for by a node with the same probability proportional to −1 . Another is that all nodes search the network for only one kind of content, which is called particular searching.
As mentioned in Section 2, a super node in P-EP2P does not manage what contents each node holds. Therefore, it is basically impossible to provide a list of contents distributed in the network for nodes. Then, a search query issued by a node cannot be a form of a content name. We here ideally assume that a search query takes a form of keywords and nodes can guess keywords to retrieve a desired content somehow.
We prepare six evaluation scenarios by combining the two ways to decide contents held by nodes and the three ways to decide contents for which nodes search the network. In addition, for reference, we use the same evaluation scenario used in our previous study [6] . This scenario is that not one kind of content but one node is searched the network for by all nodes, which is called one node searching.
Simulation Results.
We observed the time transition of search failure rate every 20 unit times as a simulation result. We show the simulation results of P-EP2P using the simultaneous and sequential topology evaluation methods when all nodes always stay in the network in Figure 8 and when each node participates in the network with the probability randomly assigned in between 60% and 100% at every time in Figure 9 . A simulation result of P-EP2P for each evaluation scenario is the average result over 30 independent simulation runs. In all evaluation scenarios, the same set of 30 initial network topologies were used for 30 independent simulation runs.
In Figures 8 and 9 , the simulation result of the simultaneous topology evaluation method is labeled as "simultaneous" and that of the sequential topology evaluation method is labeled as "sequential." In addition, the number of node groups is represented by " ". For example, the number of node groups is two, the simulation result is labeled as " = 2".
First, comparing Figures 8 and 9 , we can confirm that P-EP2P with the identical configuration has a similar tendency on the time transition of search failure rates between when node joining and leaving did not occur and when it occurred, though the search failure rates in the case that node joining and leaving occurred were larger than those in the case that node joining and leaving did not occur in most evaluation scenarios. Therefore, we discuss the tendencies of time transitions of search failure rates for the two cases together in the followings.
Comparing the simulation results of P-EP2P using the simultaneous and sequential topology evaluation methods, we can observe that, for all evaluation scenarios and for all number of groups, , P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method is better than or equal to that using the simultaneous topology evaluation method. The smaller the number of kinds of contents as search targets become, the larger the performance difference between them is. That is to say, the performance difference becomes larger in the order of one node searching, particular searching, Zipf 's searching, and random searching.
Meanwhile, we can observe that search failure rates increased right after the simulation start for all evaluation scenarios. The more diverse search targets of contents were, the more significantly search failure rates increased. The reason for this would be that although search targets of contents were diverse, the evolutionary method, especially, the network topology selection produced network topologies that were specialized for finding particular contents among diverse desired ones. As a result, it would become hard to Simultaneous (N g = 2)
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(g) One node searching Figure 8 : Simulation results of P-EP2P using the sequential and simultaneous topology evaluation methods when all nodes always stay in the network. Simultaneous (N g = 2)
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Adaptive (N g = 10) Figure 9 : Simulation results of P-EP2P using the sequential and simultaneous topology evaluation methods when each node participates in the network with the probability randomly assigned in between 60% and 100% at every time.
find contents except the particular contents using the evolved network topologies, and therefore, the search failure rates would significantly increase. When search targets of contents were particular ones, search failure rates also increased by evolving network topologies specialized for some search targets of contents among the particular ones. However, the increase temporarily occurred. Since the number of the contents as search targets was small in the first place, the crossover and mutation operators used could evolve the network topologies that were suited for finding all those particular contents. Then, as mentioned above, P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method was better.
From the above-mentioned simulation results, we can conclude that P-EP2P causes the significant increase in search failure rates right after evolutionarily reconstructing random network topologies to new ones. This is just a transitional state and it would be a matter of how a state after the transitional state is like. As we mentioned above, when search targets of contents are diverse, it seems to be hard to improve search failure rates even after passing the transitional state. That is to say, when search targets of contents are diverse, not evolutionary network topology reconstruction, which causes convergence of network topologies, but random network topology reconstruction, which diversifies network topologies, would be appropriate. Thus, we need a method that first judges which is a suitable way for the present situation, evolutionary network topology reconstruction, or random reconstruction and then applies the suitable way to the present network topologies.
Strategy for Adapting Network Topologies to Realistic and Dynamic Environments
As mentioned at the end of Section 4, P-EP2P needs to judge which way is suitable for the present situation, evolutionary network topology reconstruction, or random reconstruction somehow. It is evident from the simulation results obtained in the last section that the more particular search targets for nodes in a network become, the more suitable an evolutionary way is, and in the opposite situation, a random way is more suitable. However, in reality it is hard to know what objects nodes search a network for in a real-time manner because of the nature of a P2P network as a distributed system. We need an alternative way to solve this problem.
Here an evolutionary way stands for a way to change network topologies by applying the selection, crossover, and mutation operators explained in Section 2 to them, and a random way stands for a way to change them by applying only the mutation operator with the mutation rate of 0.25 ( = 0.25) to them. So, we propose the following adaptive strategy to select a suitable way for network topology reconstruction. In each node group, at the th time of network topology reconstruction, if a search failure rate obtained by a currently adopted way, which is the evolutionary way or the random way, ( ), is better than the search failure rate obtained at one time before the present time, ( − 1), the currently adopted way is kept using until the next time of network topology reconstruction, that is, ( + 1)th time. On the other hand, if the search failure rate is worse than the previous one, the currently adopted way is changed to the other way. In any case, at the next time of network topology reconstruction, that is, ( + 1)th time, an obtained search failure rate, ( + 1), is compared to ( ). The proposed adaptive strategy is illustrated in Figure 10 .
We combined P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method with the adaptive strategy proposed here. We refer to this P-EP2P as P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy hereinafter. Then, we conducted simulations of P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy using the same evaluation scenarios presented in Section 4. We drew the simulation results together in Figures 8 and 9 , which include the simulation results of Section 4. A simulation result of P-EP2P for each evaluation scenario is the average result over 30 independent simulation runs. In all evaluation scenarios, the same set of 30 initial network topologies were used for 30 independent simulation runs and they are identical to those used in the simulations of Section 4. In Figures 8 and 9 , the simulation result of this P-EP2P is labeled as "adaptive." In addition, the number of node groups is represented by " ".
First, similar to P-EP2P using the simultaneous and sequential topology evaluation methods, comparing Figures  8 and 9 , we can confirm that P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy that had the identical configuration has a similar Sequential (N g = 10)
Adaptive (N g = 1)
N g = 1 Figure 11 : The simulation results of P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method (labeled as "sequential") and P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy (labeled as "adaptive") for the evaluation scenario including dynamic environmental change, where all nodes always stay in the network.
tendency on the time transition of search failure rates between when node joining and leaving did not occur and when it occurred. Therefore, we discuss the tendencies of time transitions of search failure rates for the two cases together in the following.
Comparing the simulation results of P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method, P-EP2P using the simultaneous topology evaluation method, and P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy, we can observe that except the case that search targets of contents were particular ones and the number of node group, , was one, P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy improved search failure rates more significantly than the others after the initial rapid increase of search failure rates had occurred. As expected, we can think that when search targets of contents were diverse, the random topology reconstruction way was indeed selected and introducing randomness into network topology reconstruction contributed to the improvement of search failure rates.
Moreover, to examine the effect of the adaptive strategy, we consider an evaluation scenario including dynamic change in the environment. In the evaluation scenario, the evaluation scenario of "random holding and one node searching" is used from time 1 to time 2,000 and then is suddenly switched to the evaluation scenario of "random holding and random searching" at time 2,001 and the scenario continues up to time 5,000. This dynamic evaluation scenario is an extreme example of scenarios in which the situation that the number of nodes holding desired search objects is quite small is shifted to the one that the number of nodes holding desired search objects is quite large. However, as the dynamic evaluation scenario used here, it would be a general Sequential (N g = 10)
N g = 1 Figure 12 : The simulation results of P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method (labeled as "sequential") and P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy (labeled as "adaptive") for the evaluation scenario including dynamic environmental change, where each node participates in the network with the probability randomly assigned in between 60% and 100% at every time.
situation that users search a network for a few popular search objects that only a few nodes hold for a short period of time, but the search objects fall in popularity, and then, the users search a network for various search objects that many nodes separately hold. We applied P-EP2P using the sequential topology evaluation method and P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy to the above-mentioned evaluation scenario including the dynamic environmental change. We show the simulation results of the two types of P-EP2P when all nodes always stay in the network in Figure 11 and when each node participates in the network with the probability randomly assigned in between 60% and 100% at every time in Figure 12 . We can guess from Figures 11 and 12 that when only evolutionary topology reconstruction was carried out, the network topologies almost converged to particular network topologies. Consequently, the search failure rates would rapidly increase at time 2,001 and thereafter. Meanwhile, P-EP2P with the adaptive strategy could restrain the rapid increase of the search failure rates. These results suggest the effectiveness of the adaptive strategy in dynamic environments.
Furthermore, we observed which topology reconstruction way was taken by each node group in P-EP2P using the adaptive strategy at every time, together with the time variation of search failure rates. The obtained results are shown in Figures 13 and 14 .
We expected before executing this simulation that the evolutionary topology reconstruction way is mainly selected from time 1 to 2000 in which the scenario of "random holding and one node searching" is employed and the random topology reconstruction way is mainly selected from time 2001 to 5000 in which the scenario of "random holding and random searching" is employed. We can observe from Figures  13 and 14 that the expectation is roughly true no matter whether node churn exists. However, in case of any number of node groups, we can observe all over the simulation period of time that the search failure rate first decreased to a certain extent and then increased and again decreased. Furthermore, since a way to reconstruct the network topologies varies during such a fluctuation of search failure rates, the fluctuation of search failure rates is thought to be caused by the change in topology reconstruction ways. For instance, when the number of node groups is one, the search failure rates can originally keep decreasing by selecting the evolutionary topology reconstruction way until time 2,000. However, the adaptive strategy sometimes selected the random topology reconstruction way, and the search failure rates stopped decreasing accordingly. This result suggests that the effect of the change in topology reconstruction ways on search failure rates is large. We need to further investigate and adjust the sensitivity of the adaptive strategy to environmental changes.
Related Researches
Our present study deals with a technique that optimizes P2P network topologies based on fitness obtained from nodes in an on-line manner. So, we here describe researches on optimization of P2P network topologies by computational intelligence techniques. First, except our previous studies [4] [5] [6] , there is only one study on the evolutionary P2P networking technique (EP2P) [12] . This study dealt with not the parallel evolutionary P2P networking technique (P-EP2P) but EP2P in which only one node group exists and proposed two methods for maintaining diversity of network topologies as a population of the evolutionary algorithm.
The first method proposed in [12] is to devise a fitness function to maintain network topologies that include various links between nodes in a population. The method introduces an index that measures degree of overlap of links between network topologies, which was named "repetition factor," and if multiple network topologies providing the same search success rate exist, the method preferentially takes network topologies with lower degree of the link overlap.
Furthermore, under the situation that the first method maintains diversity of a population, an elite strategy is introduced, which makes better a half of the present population occupy a half of the next generation population. This elite strategy is the second method. An extreme elite strategy often causes the premature convergence in evolutionary search, but the elite strategy used here effectively works as a method to maintain useful links under the use of the method for maintaining the diversity of network topologies. EP2P that used these two methods were shown to be better than EP2P that did not use them in terms of search failure rate as well as the speed of convergence to better network topologies for all nodes under the evaluation scenario that all nodes search the network for only one node, which is the same as "one node searching" scenario used in Sections 4 and 5, in static and dynamic environments. The static environment here means that all nodes always stay in the network and the dynamic environment means that incoming and outgoing nodes exist in the network. Moreover, this study also assumed the evaluation scenario that popularity of contents as search targets follow the Zipf 's law as in our present paper and showed that, in two cases where replication was used and not used, only EP2P that used these two methods was better than or equal to a P2P network using randomly generated network topologies in terms of search failure rate. In case of not using a replication method, losing diversity of links between nodes by an evolutionary way would be linked to the increase in search failure rates. Therefore, the two methods that can maintain diversity of good links worked effectively in the case. We proposed the adaptive strategy for the same purpose, that is, maintaining diversity of links, in Section 4. In case of using a replication method that produces a replica of a content in a node that searched for and obtained the content, as we showed in our previous study [4] , an evolutionary way does not work effectively because a network topology useful for a node to obtain a desired content at one moment becomes a useless one for the node as the node has already held the desired content and also content distribution varies with time due to contents replication.
A genetic algorithm was used for determining neighboring nodes in a P2P file-sharing network [13] . Also, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) was used for determining them [14] . In these studies, it was assumed that a file was divided into fragments and fragments for constructing the entire file were downloaded from many nodes, and the goal was to achieve the shortest download time to download the fragments for the entire file. These studies are similar to our present study in optimizing a network topology by a metaheuristics technique, but the optimization in [13, 14] can be thought to be off-line optimization, though there was no description on that, and it is a significant difference from our present study.
For each node in a P2P network to find desired resources quickly reliably, a method for determining links of each node to others was proposed [15] . The method executes a neural network to determine them in each node. This method, as our P-EP2P, changes a network topology every time a fixed amount of search queries were generated in an online manner. However, weights between neurons in a neural network have been trained before using the neural network in a P2P network and that is different from our approach in which learning itself, more precisely reinforcement learning itself, is executed in an on-line manner.
A genetic algorithm was used for constructing a P2P network topology that includes all existing nodes and minimizes a defined cost [16, 17] . However, these studies conducted off-line optimization that utilized information of the whole network. Meanwhile, our approach conducts on-line optimization.
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A genetic algorithm was used to optimize a topology of an overlay network including a P2P network in an on-line manner [18] . This study evaluated the presented approach using the evaluation scenario in which some links of a physical network as the basis of overlay networks have failed and then the approach tries to reconstruct an overlay network topology to enable efficient data communication between given two overlay nodes. This study is similar to our studies with respect to evolutionary on-line optimization. However, optimization target of this study is a single network topology, while that of our studies is a set of network topologies. In addition, this study evaluated a network topology based on results of routing between two nodes, while our studies evaluated network topologies based on results of searching for desired contents by many nodes (users).
Conclusions
In the present paper we further extended our series of studies on the parallel evolutionary peer-to-peer networking technique (P-EP2P). We evaluated if P-EP2P can adapt the network topologies to realistic environments through simulations and showed that there are situations hard for P-EP2P to adapt them to. Then, based on the simulation results, we proposed an adaptive strategy to enable P-EP2P to adapt the network topologies to the realistic environments and showed that the adaptive strategy is actually able to enhance the adaptability of P-EP2P to the realistic environments. Although there is no other technique for comparison with P-EP2P and we compared variations of P-EP2P with each other, we could demonstrate the ability of the framework of P-EP2P and can expect from the results that P-EP2P with the new strategy works well even in the real world. We think that the main contribution of the present study was to present such a promising way to realize an evolvable network in which the evolution direction is given by humans. Nodes of an unstructured P2P network can be considered to be equivalent to humans depending on applications. For instance, nodes of an unstructured P2P content-sharing network are basically equivalent to users.
The final goal of our series of studies on P-EP2P is to realize an actual P2P network implementing P-EP2P and to examine if the realized P-EP2P can adapt network topologies to users' (nodes') demands. For example, by using WebRTC (Web Real-Time Communication) which is a technology enabling us to realize a P2P communication through web browsers, we would be able to construct a P2P network for video-streaming that implements P-EP2P as mentioned in the present paper as an example of its real applications. If we construct a real P2P network implementing P-EP2P, we can obtain knowledge on user behaviors in the P2P network implementing P-EP2P, and such knowledge will be utilized for simulation studies for developing new techniques.
In addition, in the future work, we will consider a method for dividing an entire network into small networks. This procedure is needed to implement P-EP2P. However, in the present paper we assumed that the network division has been done in advance. For this network division, we will focus on granular computing [19, 20] . More concretely, we will consider applying a data clustering method based on granular computing to the parallel P2P networking problems. Granular computing is a computational framework that builds a complex system by organizing granules such as clusters and intervals and has recently attracted attention. Meanwhile, P-EP2P includes P2P nodes (users), small networks that consists of nodes, and an entire network that consists of small networks. If we consider nodes and small networks as granules, clustering nodes to build small networks and an entire network match the concept of data clustering based on granular computing. For example, we can consider gathering nodes (users) who have similar interest in the same small network to facilitate network services related to the shared interest.
